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• Project summary
The following newsletter is the latest in the REGIOMOB project and summarizes
some main inputs which demonstrate the commitment in implementing the action
plans for sustainable mobility.
In its annual assessment of the economic and social situation in the EU, the
European Commission set out its first ideas on how EU funds can help Member
States to solve their investment challenges and priorities in the next programming
period 2021-2027. ECF's analysis of national reports shows a systematic inclusion
of recommendations for active and sustainable mobility. Although these have yet to
be translated into concrete investments, the positive trend shows the benefits of
taking active and sustainable mobility into account in all relevant EU policy areas.
The development of regional mobility strategies with a REGIO-MOB holistic
approach is underway in the 6 regions of the project partners and can be followed
through the project communication channels:
www.facebook.com/regiomob
@REGIO_MOB
www.interregeurope.eu/regio-mob
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High-level political Forum “Interregional Learning towards
Sustainable Mobility in Europe: the REGIO-MOB
Experience” (Greece)
What was it talked about?
On 22nd and 23rd October 2019 a High-Level Political Forum was held in Kozani
where representatives fromThe meeting of the high-level political forum on
sustainable mobility convened under the auspices of the European REGIO-MOB
project was held in Kozani at the Municipal Library Amphitheater, on 22 October
2019, followed by a Steering Committee on 23 October.
The final dissemination event began with a welcome from Ms Kalliopi
Kyriakidou, Deputy Regional Energy, Infrastructure and Environmental
Engineer.
Ms. Kyriakidou spoke about the Region of Western Macedonia, the specific
characteristics of the region, the subject of the Regional Mobility Plan and
the Vision of Sustainable Mobility of the Region.
The speech was taken by the Policy Officer, Interreg Europe Joint
Secretariat, who briefed on the progress of the Interreg Europe
program with emphasis on:
1

Exchange of solutions for better regional policy

2

Interregional Cooperation plans

3

Estimation of overall projects implemented or currently being implemented with
funding from the Interreg Europe program

4

Percentage breakdown of projects by sector of funding

5.

Results achieved by September 2019

6.

Improvement of policies by June 2019

7.

Policy learning platform and results overview

8.

Synergy overview in low carbon economy (60 projects)

9.

Reference to Sustainable Mobility projects

10.

Overview of the REGIO - MOB project
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The representatives of the national, regional and local Authorities related the
lessons learned with the experience conducted with REGIOMOB, within the Interreg
Europe program.

The general objective of REGIO-MOB is to contribute to sustainable development in
the European Union and in our region by promoting sustainable mobility in the
European regions participating in the program by influencing the relevant tools and
instruments. The political representatives illustrated the results, solutions and next
steps to face the challenges for the consolidation of sustainable mobility, through:
Ø the development of regional mobility strategies with an approach that is as

integrated as possible.
Ø an activity of regional analysis of needs and good practices in continuous

updating thanks to the INTERREG EUROPE platform.
Ø the development of action plans for sustainable mobility.

In particular, the latter have been presented in a way that encourages
adaptation and replicability in other European cities.
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A presentation of Responsible Policy Interreg Europe Joint Secretariat, Verena Priem,
illustrated the State of Play about Interreg Europe, highlighting how the program has
managed to involve 30 countries and investing € 359 million in policy learning, in the
four sectors for sharing solutions for better regional policy:
- Research and innovation
- SME competitiveness
- Low-carbon economy (in which REGIO-MOB is present)
- Environment and resource efficiency
This program was an accelerator for regional development.
At the heart of EU cohesion policy:
- improving regional development policies (in particular Structural Funds)
- Mix of more and less advanced regions
- High participation of peripheral regions.
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Information on the progress of the project by the REGIO-MOB
lead partner ANCI LAZIO (IT)
The speech was taken by the representative of the lead partner, Andrea Vignoli, Head
of the Anci Lazio Region European Project Section, who gave a general overview of
the project's progress and results.
According to the lead partner, the project results are described in the following slides:
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Lazio Regional Union Municipalities and Cities - ANCI Lazio
The interventions implemented under the Regional Action Plan for Sustainable Mobility
in the Lazio Region are as follows:
info-mobility system in Lazio Region with focus area of Rome's metropolitan area.
This system incorporates real-time information on:
ü The regional rail transport system
ü The regional public transport system
ü Local public transport in Rome (bus + metro).
Action 2 of the Regio-Mob Action Plan presented by the ANCI Lazio Region aims to
include all local public transport services of the municipalities of the Lazio region in
the regional information and mobility system.
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Lazio Region representative, Mr Stefano Cecconi, then referred to the upgrades of
the infomobility system in the metropolitan area of Rome, in particular, he reported
on actions to upgrade info-mobility system in the metropolitan area of Rome and
Lazio Region, in specify:
ü On 29/01/2019 the expense of reinforcing the infomobility system in the
metropolitan area of Rome was approved.
ü 14 The contract for the implementation of these activities with ASTRAL S.p.A
was signed on 14/2/2019: This contract will implement these activities with
ASTRAL S.p.A was signed on 14/2/2019, in particular is foreseen:
o Improvement of the existing regional ITS in a comprehensive manner in
the metropolitan area of Rome with a view to continuous participation
of urban areas outside the city of Rome, providing information on
public and private transport (EUR 2 million).

o

Development of electronic ticketing system (SBE) software with the
introduction of new systems for public transport operators in the
metropolitan area of Rome locally and centrally (EUR 3 million).
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Region of Western Macedonia
The intervention implemented under the Regional Action Plan for Sustainable
Mobility in the Region of Western Macedonia is as follows:
Park & Ride system with focus area Kozani area.

The following slides show the approved Urban Mobility Plan of the
Municipality of Kozani:
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Park & Ride solutions are a link in the chain of proposals of the Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan offering a good solution to meet transportation needs in a
sustainable way.
The measure consists of three main elements:
Ø the creation of five (5) Park & Ride park stations at respective city entrances,
Ø bicycle, electric car or public transport
Ø the development of an electronic system through which the whole process of
booking, renting of any transport is organized.

The main objectives of the measure are:
•
•
•

Increasing the use of public transport.
Reducing congestion and pollution in the urban area
Improving mobility in the city.
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Traffic and Transport Institute in Ljubljana
The interventions implemented under the Regional Action Plan for Sustainable
Mobility in the Province of Ljubljana are as follows:
1. Priority lane (yellow lane)

2. Park and ride system
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3. n.59 Bicycle Stations with 600 bicycles
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4. Pedestrian zone
Before

After
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5.

KAVALIR electric motors in the pedestrian zone

6. IJPP integrated public transport

7. Demand responsive Service

8 Electric Tourist Train
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Southwestern Region Development Agency
The interventions implemented under the Regional Action Plan for Sustainable
Mobility in the Region of South-West Slovenia, with an intervention area in the
Municipality of Bailesti are the following:

ü
ü
ü
ü

modernization and rehabilitation of 25 roads with a total length of 22.9 km,
pavement restoration,
construction of car parks,
Urban surveillance system with 42 camcorders.

South East Scotland Transport Partnership SESTRAN
The intervention implemented under the Regional Action Plan for Sustainable
Mobility in South East Scotland is the regional e-bike exchange system.
The areas of application are presented in the following slide:
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The results of the system are presented in the following slide:
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Niepolomice Municipality
The interventions implemented under the Regional Action Plan for
Sustainable Mobility in the Municipality of Nielopomice are the following:

ü Public transport infrastructure
ü Bicycle nodes and bicycle infrastructure
ü Park & Ride Facilities
o New central bus station location (4 seats: 2 for buses, 2 for minibuses)

Construction of new parking: 136 parking spaces
spaces (4 disabled + 4 families),
8 parking spaces for motorcycles
4 indoor bike shelters (38 seats)
3 Kiss & Ride seats
1 charging point for electric cars
Reconstruction of Kolejowa Road, along with bike path and
pedestrian path (3 m wide)
ü Reconstruction of the railways in Krakow
ü Vehicle sharing for factories in the Niepolomice region
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Andalusian Institute of Technology – IAT
www.iat.es (lead partner until 31.03.2017)
Institute of Traffic and Transport Ljubljana
www.prometni-institut.si
Regional Association of Lazio
Municipalities and Cities – ANCI Lazio
www.ancilazio.it (lead partner from 31.03.2017)
South-West Oltenia Regional
Development Agency
http://adroltenia.ro
Niepolomice Municipality
www.niepolomice.eu
Region of Western Macedonia – RWM
www.pdm.gov.gr
South-East of Scotland Transport
Partnership SESTRAN
www.sestran.gov.uk
Regional Development Fund of Western
Macedonia (partner until 11.07.2017)
www.westernmacedonia.gr
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REGIO-MOB Contacts

www.facebook.com/regiomob

@REGIO_MOB

www.interregeurope.eu/regio-mob
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